
RECRUIT 
COVID-19 RESPONSE 
SUPPORT WORKERS
FASTER
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WE CAN HELP YOU SCALE YOUR COVID-19 RESPONSE BY

PROVIDING RECRUITMENT SUPPORT ON DEMAND



>

>

OUR PEOPLE, PROCESSES &
TECHNOLOGY ARE AT YOUR
DISPOSAL

SARS testers 

Personal support workers

Healthcare professionals

Drivers & delivery staff

Customer service reps

Manufacturing & Production staff

Security guards

Warehouse personnel

Flu vaccine technicians

Mental health workers

We are continuing to provide full services to our clients however have pivoted

parts of our teams to help our communities in response to fighting the spread

of COVID-19.

 

HOW WE CAN HELP
 

Our founding partners have a long history of building and executing high

volume, short turnaround recruitment projects for temporary relief and support

staff. 

 

We have extensive experience recruiting for :

 

 

 

If we can apply this expertise and help ramp up sourcing and screening

resumes to get workers on the ground faster without sacrificing quality - we

want to help.



Interview scheduling - contacting candidates and scheduling interview times

Sourcing - posting job ads, mining Indeed and other talent pools and communities

Screening - processing candidate applications, scheduling interviews and

interviewing

Full service - we can provide a full project team to source alternatives and add to

your capacity

Branding - we can help you re-position your employer value proposition to the

current climate including writing job ads, blog content, candidate

communications and more

Consulting - if you need to retool your internal teams to ramp up - we can provide

training and/or advise you (free of charge)

We can provide flexible support services - everything from providing hours of

recruiter time to an end-to-end solution to build a fresh database of qualified

candidates. We have the expertise and ability to scale or adapt to your

processes and/or customise a solution that best supports your demands. And

we can have resources up and running in less than 24 hours.

 

SERVICES ON DEMAND:

 

 

We have LinkedIn job slots, applicant tracking systems and other sourcing

tools that we can lend to help companies source more efficiently and tap into

talent everywhere.

 

If you are re-tooling your plant to produce PPE or need to recruit high volumes

of support staff our teams are on standby and here to help.

 

GET IN TOUCH

Kim Benedict

CEO & Co-Founder

TalentMinded Inc.

416-587-1283

kim@talentminded.ca

www.talentminded.ca

 

 

>
SERVICES & HOW IT 
COULD WORK >

Please note this is not meant to be opportunistic,

salesy or annoying. We sincerely hope it is not, but

we want you to know that we are thinking about you

and in these uncertain times, if you need an extra set

of hands, we’ll do what we can to help.


